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LiLT volume 7, issue 2 January 2012Polish Dependeny BankAlina Wróblewska, Institute of Computer Siene, PolishAademy of Sienes, Warsaw, PolandAbstratThe paper outlines the �rst Polish dependeny bank derived from on-stituent trees. The onversion is a fully automati and unambiguousproess. The onverter takes manually disambiguated onstituent treesenoded in the XML format as input and produes dependeny stru-tures enoded in the olumn-based CoNLL format. The onversion isa relatively straightforward proess, sine onstituents have their syn-tati entres marked in most ases. However, a ertain amount of reor-ganising is neessary, in order to make the dependeny strutures meetannotation priniples. The main part of the paper will be devoted toa harateristis of Polish dependeny types. The Polish dependenybank an be used for training or evaluation of Polish parsers.

1LiLT Volume 7, Issue 2, January 2012.Polish Dependeny Bank.Copyright © 2012, CSLI Publiations.



2 / LiLT volume 7, issue 2 January 20121 IntrodutionThe Polish dependeny bank onsists of about 7500 syntatially anno-tated sentenes derived from the Polish onstitueny treebank.1 A bankof onstituent trees is under development at the Institute of ComputerSiene PAS (�widzi«ski and Woli«ski 2010). The planned size of thetreebank is 20,000 sentenes taken from the hand-annotated balanedsuborpus of the National Corpus of Polish (Przepiórkowski et al. 2010).However, as the projet is still ongoing, trees for about 7500 sentenesare urrently available. The struture of onstituent trees is designedwith onvertibility in mind. In partiular, eah onstituent has its syn-tati entre marked, whih makes it relatively straightforward to on-vert onstituent trees into dependeny strutures.Sentenes in the Polish dependeny bank are annotated as graphswith ars representing direted binary relations between lexial nodes(tokens). Every token in a sentene is linked with a dependeny type.One of related tokens is regarded as the head of the dependeny rela-tion, while the other one is its dependent. Ars linking lexial nodesare named with dependeny labels. All nodes in a dependeny stru-ture orrespond to terminal nodes of a onstituent tree and are assignedan unique index. The root node is always assigned the index 0. Allother nodes are assigned the index orresponding to the position ofthe token in a sentene.The onversion is a fully automati and unambiguous proess.The onverter takes manually disambiguated onstituent trees enodedin the XML format as input and outputs dependeny strutures en-oded in the olumn-based CoNLL format (Buhholz and Marsi 2006).The hoie of the output format has been determined by availabledependeny parsing systems, whih we are going to use, and formatsadmitted by them.The annotation shema of onstituent trees requires enoding somemorpho-syntati information for eah onstituent. We make use ofthis information and transfer surfae forms, lemmas, part-of-speehtags and morphologial features of eah token into the appropriatedependeny struture, without the need for additional language pro-essing tools. Exept for the morpho-syntati information, whih isessential to derive dependeny strutures form onstituent trees, wemake use of phrasal ategories and types of phrase struture rules1The Polish onstituent treebank is being developed in a semi-automati manner.First, andidate parse trees are automatially generated for a sentene. Than, theyare validated by human annotators, i.e., the andidate parse tree best orrespondingto onstraints of the �widzi«ski's formal de�nition of Polish (�widzi«ski 1992) isseleted. If no orret tree exists, the sentene and its parse trees are rejeted.



Polish Dependeny Bank / 3used to build and annotate onstituent trees. Some dependeny typeshave been also enoded in onstituent trees, e.g. subjet. The sub-jet relation is diretly transferred onto dependeny strutures. Manyother dependenies are possible to extrat, as onstituent trees ontaininformation about the head of a large part of onstituents. An un-doubted advantage of the onstitueny annotation shema is the dis-tintion between required phrases (Pol. `fraza wymagana') and freephrases (Pol. `fraza lu¹na'). Required phrases orrespond to argumentssubategorised by verbs, adjetives, adverbs, nouns and prepositions.The morpho-syntati information and types of phrase struture rulesenable the identi�ation of dependeny types for these arguments.As the main goal of our work is to give a detailed desription ofthe shema used to annotate dependeny strutures, setion 2 is de-voted to the harateristis of Polish dependeny types. In order tomeet annotation priniples, we will present the neessary reorderingof derived dependeny strutures in setion 3. In this doument, weput emphasis on the presentation of the annotation shema of depen-deny strutures. However, we also perform some experiments (setion4). The derived dependeny bank will be used to train and to evaluatea dependeny parser for Polish. Setion 5 onludes the paper.2 Polish Dependeny TypesOur goal is to onvert the soure onstituent treebank to a bank oflabelled dependeny strutures. The idea behind the onversion is toover all language-spei� syntati phenomena enoded in the avail-able Polish onstituent trees and to annotate them with orretly ho-sen dependenies. Therefore, the preise de�nition of dependeny re-lations seems to be ruial. Based on our researh, we ompile a listof valid Polish dependeny types, whih are disussed below. We startwith the presentation of argument types, ontinue with de�ning non-argument dependenies and �nish with the treatment of oordinatingonstrutions.2.1 Arguments1. omp � omplementThe omp funtion may have diverse realisations and may begoverned by di�erently realized heads.The adjetival omplement may be governed by a verb form,e.g. uzyni¢ kogo± silnymADJ (Eng. `to make sb. strong').Similarly, the adverbial omplement may be governed bya verb form, e.g. zeskozy¢ sk¡d±ADV (Eng. `to jump from some-where').



4 / LiLT volume 7, issue 2 January 2012The nominal omplement, in turn, may be governed by an ad-jetive, e.g. peªny mlekaNOM (Eng. `full of milk'), a preposition,a verb form or a numeral. A nominal omp governed by a verbform has not to be promoted to the subjet during passivisation,therefore it may be distinguished from obj. Furthermore, it mayful�l di�erent semanti roles Loation, Instrument, Goal, et.(exept for Reipient, Experiener, et., reserved for obj_th).Regarding numeral phrases, we annotate numerals as governorsof depending noun phrases. Aording to Saloni and �widzi«ski(1998), who argue for treating numerals as heads in Polish nu-meral phrases, it is the numeral that is governed by the verb form.The ase of the dependent noun phrase, in turn, either agrees withthe ase of the governing numeral (dative, instrumental, loative)or is determined as genitive in ase of nominative, ausative,voative or genitive numerals.The prepositional omplement may be governed by a verbform, an adjetive, e.g. zdolny doPREP (Eng. `able to, apa-ble of') or an adverb, e.g. wªa±nie przezPREP (Eng. `just by).2. omp_�n � lausal omplementThe omp_�n funtion is full�led by a losed omplement lause(delarative, interrogative, or exlamatory) with an internal sub-jet that may be realized as a pro-drop pronoun. The omp_�nargument may be governed by a verb form, a subordinating on-juntion or a noun (see (1)).(1) Nie odpowiedziaªa na pytanie, o si� z ni¡ dziaªo.neg answerPAST on questionACC what refl to her happenPAST'She did not answer the question what happened to her.'ompneg omp omp_�nsubj
3. omp_inf � in�nitival lausal omplementThe omp_inf funtion realized as an in�nitival lausal omple-ment (non-�nite lause) may be governed by an adjetive phrase(see (2)), a noun phrase, e.g. (mie¢) prawo o± zrobi¢ (Eng. `(tohave) the right to do sth') or a verb form. Di�erent ontrol verbsor quasi-verbs2 may bear the omp_inf omplement, e.g. hie¢(Eng. `to want'), kaza¢ (Eng. `to order, to tell'), mo»na (Eng. `tobe allowed'), trzeba (Eng. `it's neessary').2The impersonal and subjetless Polish quasi-verbs may be onjugated for tenseand mood, but not for person, e.g. mo»na (Eng. `to be allowed'), trzeba (Eng. `it'sneessary').



Polish Dependeny Bank / 5(2) Jestem gotowy (»eby) wystartowa¢ w wyborah.bePRES readyNOM .MASC (that) to run in eletionLOC'I'm ready to run in the eletion.'pd omp_inf omp ompomplm4. omplm � omplementizerThe omplm funtion is ful�lled by a omplementizer, e.g. »e,i» (Eng. `that'), »eby, aby, by (Eng. `so as to'). A omplemen-tizer introdues a omplement lause, the prediate of whih isits governor. In some ontexts, a omplementizer may be realizedoptionally (see (2)).5. obj � diret objetThe obj argument governed by a verb form is realized as a nounphrase marked for the ausative, genitive, instrumental or evendative ase, e.g. zagra»a¢ zemu±DAT (Eng. `to threaten sth').The prinipal feature of obj is its ability to transform into thesubjet in passive onstrutions. This feature distinguishes objfrom other verb arguments realized as noun phrases.6. obj_th � dative objetThe obj_th funtion ful�lled by a dative noun phrase is governedby a verb form. Apart from the dative ase marking, there aresome additional properties distinguishing obj_th from other nom-inal verb arguments. First, obj_th must ful�l the semanti roleof Reipient, Experiener, Bene�iary, et. Seond, it annot bepromoted to the subjet during passivisation or hange its statusto the diret objet through any argument-struture alternation(e.g. `dative shift', Kibort 2008).7. pd � prediative omplementAny element (verbal or small lause, adjetive phrase, nounphrase, et.) in the prediative position in a sentene is anno-tated as pd. The pd funtion may be governed by a form of theopula verb by¢ (Eng. `to be') or opula-like verbs, e.g. sta¢ si�(Eng. `to beome'), nazywa¢ si� (Eng. `be alled').8. subj � subjetThe subj argument is subategorised by the sentene prediate.If subj takes the form of a nominative noun phrase, it must mor-phologially agree with the prediate in person, number and gen-der. If it takes the form of a noun phrase marked for a ase otherthan the nominative, the prediate is realized as a 3rd person sin-gular verb form marked for the neuter gender. The subj funtion



6 / LiLT volume 7, issue 2 January 2012may be also realized as a sentential lause, an adjetival phrase,a numeral phrase, et. Furthermore, the Polish subjet may takethe form of an ellipti pro-drop pronoun pro. pro is not enodedin a dependeny struture onsisting of nodes that orrespondto tokens in a sentene and not any additional (arti�ial) nodes.In ontrast to other omplements governed by a prediate, subj isresponsible for binding anaphori expressions (re�exive and reip-roal pronouns) and may ontrol adverbial partiiples in Polish.2.2 Non-arguments9. adjunt � adjuntAdjunt is a non-subategorised dependent with the modifyingfuntion. It may be realized as an adjetive depending on a nounor a numeral, an adverb depending on a verb form, an another ad-verb, an adjetive or a prepositional phrase, an attributive nounmarked for genitive with a nominal or numeral head, a nounphrase with the temporal, loative, et. meaning and a verbalhead, a number depending on a noun, a past or present adverbialpartiiple with a verbal head, an ative or passive adjetival par-tiiple with a nominal head, a prepositional phrase depending ona noun, a verb, an adverb or a partiiple, a subordinate lausewith a head realized as a noun, a numeral or a verb form, a on-ditional subordinate lause depending on the sentene prediateof a matrix lause, the question partile (zy) with a verb form asits head, et.10. aglt � mobile in�etionThe aglt funtion ful�lled by a `mobile' a�x (verbal enliti) ismarked for number, person and gender. A mobile in�etion maydepend on a verb form or a onditional liti by appended toa verb form (see (3)).
(3) Waln¡ª- -by- -± go r�k¡?hitPAST .PART would liti2 .SG.MASC him handINSTR'Would you hit him with your hand?'agltond obj adj
11. app � appositionApposition app is most ommonly realized as a noun phrase de-pending on an immediately preeding noun or as the seond nounin a noun-noun ompound, e.g. stra»ak-ratownik (Eng. `�reman-



Polish Dependeny Bank / 7resuer') depending on the �rst one. As we urrently do not distin-guish named entities, a last name is annotated as the dependentof a �rst name.12. aux � auxiliary verbsThe aux funtion is ful�lled by onjugated auxiliary verbs by¢ orzosta¢ (Eng. `to be'). It depends on the main verb form (partiiple,in�nitive) in analytial future tense onstrutions, analytial pastonditional onstrutions or passive onstrutions.13. ond � onditional litiThe ond funtion is ful�lled by the liti partile by, whih maybe appended to the verb form (see (3)) or may appear anywherein a sentene. Regardless of its loation, the onditional litidepends on the verbal head.14. imp � imperative partileThe imp funtion is ful�lled by the partile nieh (Eng. `let, may')and depends on the main verb form in analytial imperative on-strutions.(4) Nieh Mo b�dzie z tob¡!may foreNOM be3 .SG.FUT with youINSTR`May the fore be with you!'imp subj omp omp
15. mwe � multiword expressionThe suessive tokens of a multiword expression are annotatedaording to their linear order, i.e., the �rst token onstitutesthe head of the seond token whih is, in turn, the head of thenext token. The following tokens ombinations are annotatedas multiword expressions: preposition-adjetival phrases, e.g. poprostuADJ (Eng. `simply'), o gorsza (Eng. `what is worse'),preposition-adverbial phrases, e.g. na pewnoADV (Eng. `for sure'),na zewn¡trzADV (Eng. `outside'), o najmniej (Eng. `at least'),adverb-prepositional phrases,3 e.g. wraz z (Eng. `along with'),zgodnie z (Eng. `in aordane with') (see(5)), omplex onjun-tions, e.g. a wi� (Eng. `therefore'), nie tylko (Eng. `not only'),ale tak»e (Eng. `but also'), jak i (Eng. `and'), mimo »e (Eng. `al-though'), podzas gdy (Eng. `whereas'), adjetive ompounds, e.g.biaªo-zerwona (Eng. `white-red').3Several ombinations of adverbs and prepositions are regarded by Milewska(2003) as omplex prepositions (Pol. `przyimki wtórne').



8 / LiLT volume 7, issue 2 January 2012(5) Gªosowa¢ b�dziemy zgodnie z zasadami.to vote be1 .PL.FUT in aordane with rulesINSTR`We will vote in aordane with the rules.'aux adj mwe omp
16. neg � negation marker (negator)The neg funtion is ful�lled by the negation marker nie (Eng. `not')mostly with a verbal head immediately following it.17. pred � sentene prediate (or a nominal prediate)The pred funtion may be ful�lled by a verb form (�nite verb,-no/-to-impersonal, in�nitive) or a `main' noun in independentlyannotated noun phrases. It always depends on the root node.18. punt � puntuation markThe punt type ful�lled by a puntuation mark, e.g. .,:;?!()�-depends on the element whih it delimits.19. abbrev_punt � abbreviation markerThe abbrev_punt funtion ful�lled by a full stop depends onthe preeding abbreviation.20. re� � re�exive markerThe re�exive marker depends on a verb with re�exive meaningor another verb. The re� funtion is realized as the partile si� inPolish.2.3 Coordination21. onjunt � oordinated onjuntCoordinated onjunts depend on a oordinating onjuntion.22. oord � oordinating onjuntionThe onjuntion oordinating two sentenes/lauses is annotatedas oord (see (6)). The onjuntion oordinating elements otherthan lauses, e.g. nouns in nominal oordination, is annotatedwith an appropriate dependeny type.23. oord_punt � puntuation onjuntionIf no oordinating onjuntion is used to oordinate two elements,a puntuation mark, e.g. omma, olon, is used as the oordinat-ing element (see (6)).24. pre_oord � pre-onjuntionThe �rst part of a two-part orrelative onjuntion, e.g. albo...albo... (Eng. `either... or...'), ani... ani... (Eng. `neither... nor...')depends on the seond part of the onjuntion.



Polish Dependeny Bank / 9
(6) Chªopak zerwaª si� , zªapaª pos¡»ek i ±isn¡ª mono.boyNOM jump up refl , grabPAST statueACC and pressPAST tightly`The boy jumped up, grabbed for a statue and pressed it tightly.'oord_puntonj onj onj

3 Reordering in Dependeny StruturesThe onversion is a relatively straightforward proess, sine onstituentshave their syntati entre marked in most ases. However, a ertainamount of reorganising is neessary, in order to make dependenystrutures meet the priniples of the dependeny graph theory.3.1 Head SeletionAording to theoretial priniples of the dependeny graph, eah tokenmay have only one head. In Polish onstituent trees, there is a entremarked in most onstituents. We make use of this information andannotate eah entral element in a onstituent tree as the head inthe equivalent dependeny struture. However, there are some aseswhere several elements have been marked as entres and we have todeide whih one should be annotated as the head in the dependenystruture. We identify multi-headed senarios and de�ne some head-seletion heuristis.The �rst ase onerns a onditional verb form onsisting of a ver-bal stem and a onditional liti by. As both of them have been anno-tated as entral elements of a onstituent, we deide to selet the verbform as the head of the onditional partile and label the relation ond(see (3)). Similarly, a mobile in�etion, whih is regarded as an inde-pendent syntati element in Polish, may be appended to a verb form ora onditional verb form (see (3)) and all elements are regarded entresof a onstituent. We annotate a verbal stem or a onditional partileas the head of the mobile in�etion aglt.The seond ase of multi-headed onstituents onerns analytialverb and quasi-verb forms. An analytial verb form onsists of an aux-iliary verb and a main verb form (in�nitive, partiiple). The auxil-iary verb ful�ls some grammatial funtions and onstitutes a morpho-syntati extension of the main verb. There are two auxiliary verbs inPolish: zosta¢ (Eng. `to be') used only in passive onstrutions and by¢(Eng. `to be') used to build the imperfetive future tense, the analyt-ial past onditional, analytial forms of quasi-verb, e.g. b�dzie trzeba(Eng. `it will be neessary'), analytial forms of prediative to and pas-



10 / LiLT volume 7, issue 2 January 2012sive onstrutions. All parts of analytial verb forms4 have been markedas entral elements of a onstituent. We onvert the main verb form asthe head of the auxiliary verb (aux).We also have to selet the head of omplex subordinating or oor-dinating onjuntions, all parts of whih have been annotated as on-stituent entres. In two-part subordinating onjuntions, e.g. mimo »e(Eng. `although'), the �rst token is onverted as the head of the seondone and the relation is labelled mwe. In two-part oordinating onjun-tions, e.g. albo... albo... (Eng. `either... or...'), the �rst element dependson the seond one and the relation is labelled pre_oord.In ase of other multi-headed onstituents, we selet the �rst element asthe head of the seond element, whih is, in turn, the head of the nextone, and so on, e.g. abbreviation, multiword expressions, series of pun-tuation marks.3.2 Disontinuous ConstituentsAs the onstituent annotation shema does not admit disontinuousonstituents, unonneted onstituent parts are enoded as `indepen-dent' onstituents. The straightforward onversion of disontinuousonstituents results in dependeny strutures whih are inompatiblewith annotation priniples outlined in setion 2. That is why we deideto reorder the dependeny struture and annotate it in aordanewith annotation priniples, even if it results in a non-projetive depen-deny struture (see (7)). Currently, we only identify and reorganisedisontinuous numeral phrases.
(7) root Wniosków jest raptem kilka.AppliationsGEN be3 .SG.PRES barely a fewNOM'There is barely a few appliations.'pred ompadj subj

3.3 Passive ConstrutionThe passive voie is indiated in Polish by a onjugated auxiliary verbombined with the past or present adverbial partiiple. In onstituenttrees, auxiliary verbs onstitute entres of passive onstrutions andpartiiples have been annotated as adjetival phrases required by aux-iliaries. Nevertheless, we annotate passive onstrutions by analogy to4We will onsider passive onstrutions in Setion 3.3, as they have been anno-tated di�erently to analytial verb forms in onstituent trees.



Polish Dependeny Bank / 11analytial future or past onditional onstrutions. The partiiple isgoverned by the root node and the relation is labelled pred. The aux-iliary verb depends on the partiiple and the relation is labelled aux. Re-quired arguments and non-subategorised adjunts depend on the sen-tene prediate.3.4 Subordinate ClausesDi�erent types of subordinate lauses with adjetival status are dis-tinguished in the onstituent treebank. We found out that annotationsof subordinate lauses of the same type di�er, whih may violate ouronversion rules.5 We reognise partiular lause types by ategories ofphrase struture rules and onvert them uniformly.In subordinate lauses introdued by a onjuntion, e.g. albowiem,bo, gdy» (Eng. `beause, sine'), the onjuntion onstitutes the head ofa subordinate lause and depends on the sentene prediate of the ma-trix lause. Similarly, onjuntions je±li, gdyby (Eng. `if') introdue sub-ordinate lauses and depend on the sentene prediate of the matrixlause. However, they may be aompanied by an optional partile to(Eng. `then') at the beginning of the matrix lause. The partile todepends on the sentene prediate of the matrix lause and is labelledadjunt (see (8)).
(8) Gdyby -m miaª pieni¡dze, to kupiª -by -m bez namysªu.if CLITIC have moneyACC then buy COND CLITIC without re�etion`If I had money I would buy it immediately.'omp_�n adj adj ompadj
In relative lauses depending on noun phrases, the lause prediateonstitutes the head of the entire relative lause (see (9)). The rela-tive pronoun is governed by the head verb and labelled aording tothe annotation shema.(9) Po prostu pomaga ludziom, którzy s¡ w potrzebie.after simple helpPRES peopleDAT whoNOM bePRES in needLOC'He just helps people who are in need.'obj_th adjsubj omp omp5At the same time as the Polish onstituent grammar improves, the annotationrules hange and next sentenes are annotated aording to the new rules. How-ever, there are still some previously annotated trees that are inompatible withthe present grammar version.



12 / LiLT volume 7, issue 2 January 20123.5 Inorporated ConjuntionPolish admits omplex sentenes with a onjuntion inorporated intoa lause, instead of taking an initial position in this lause. We may dis-tinguish between onstrutions with the oordinating onjuntion, e.g.przeto, wi�, zatem (Eng. `therefore, then') inorporated into the seondof oordinated lauses and onstrutions with the subordinating on-juntion, e.g. bowiem (Eng. `sine, as'), whih may appear anywherein the subordinate lause. In onstituent trees, the inorporated on-juntion depends on the immediately preeding onstituent, e.g. verb,adverb, noun. Even if the onversion may result in a non-projetive de-pendeny struture, we annotate omplex sentenes with inorporatedonjuntions aording to our annotation shema. The inorporatedonjuntion onstitutes either the head of oordinated lauses (see (10))or the head of a subordinate lause.(10) Pragnie pomaga¢ ludziom, my±li wi� o medyynie.wantPRES to help peopleDAT thinkPRES so about mediineINSTR'He wants to help people, so he's thinking about studying mediine.'onjuntonjunt omp
3.6 Correlation-based InterpolationThe orrelation-based interpolation Pol. korelat (�widzi«ski 1992) isa pronoun (or a pronoun in a prepositional phrase) that orrelateswith a subordinate lause. In onstituent trees, it is the subordinatelause that is annotated as the onstituent entre and the pronounis its orrelation-based interpolation. As we do not want to introdueany additional dependeny type, we attempt to manage suh onstru-tions with our annotation shema. We onvert the pronoun dependingon the sentene prediate as the governor of the subordinate lause(see (11)).(11) O tym, o dziaªo si� w kraju, wiedzieli tylko notable.about thisLOC what happen REFL in ountry knowPAST only notablesNOM'Only notables knew what has happened in the ountry.'omp omp omp_�n subj

Besides desribed reordering, we do not interfere in the internalstruture of onstituent trees and we take syntati fats enoded intrees as they are.



Polish Dependeny Bank / 134 Polish Dependeny ParserThe Polish dependeny bank ould be used as the gold standard forevaluation of Polish parsers. However, we are not aware of any publilyavailable Polish dependeny parser. That is why we deided to traina Polish dependeny parser on the part of the dependeny bank usinga publily available parser-generation system. The indued parser isevaluated against two sets of dependeny strutures using labelled andunlabelled auray metris.4.1 Parsing SystemThe Polish dependeny parser is trained with the publily avail-able parsing system � MaltParser6 (Nivre et al. 2006), whih usesa transition-based parsing method. A transition-based dependenyparser uses a deterministi parsing algorithm that builds a dependenystruture of an input sentene based on transitions (shift-redue a-tions) predited by a lassi�er. The lassi�er learns to predit the nexttransition given training data and the parse history. The arhite-ture of an indued deterministi parser onsists of three main ompo-nents: a parsing algorithm deriving a labelled dependeny struturefrom an input sentene, a feature model helping in predition ofthe next parser ation, and a treebank-indued lassi�er deterministi-ally prediting the optimal next ation given a feature representationof a parser on�guration in the urrent state.We have arried out a series of experiments aiming at the identi�ationof settings of the best performing parser. We selet the built-in pars-ing algorithm stakeager (Nivre 2009) designed for non-projetivedependeny strutures. A feature model is de�ned in terms of tokenattributes, i.e., word form (form), oarse-grained part-of-speeh tag(pos), part-of-speeh tag (pos), morphologial features (feats), andlemma (lemma) available in input data, or dependeny types (de-prel) extrated from partially built dependeny graphs and updatedduring parsing. The hosen lassi�er is trained with the LIBSVM li-brary (Chang and Lin 2001), whih is an implementation of supportvetor mahines.4.2 Experiment and ResultsWe randomly split the entire dependeny bank into a training set with6832 sentenes and a validation set ontaining 759 sentenes. It is worthmentioning that sentenes in our data set are not long and onsist of9.8 tokens on average. Therefore, we assume that they have relatively6We use MaltParser 1.4.1 downloaded from http://maltparser.org .



14 / LiLT volume 7, issue 2 January 2012simple syntati strutures in most ases. That is why we also deideto validate the parsing quality in the realisti parsing senario. Weevaluate the parsing quality against the set of 50 manually annotatedsentenes (17.8 tokens/sentene) taken from two Polish magazines andthe National Corpus of Polish (NKJP).7 The performane of the PolishMaltParser is evaluated with the following metris: labelled attahmentsore (LAS)8 and unlabelled attahment sore (UAS)9.Aording to our results, the Polish MaltParser ahieves 88.4% LASand 91.4% UAS if tested against the validation set (759 sentenes) and71% LAS/75.2% UAS if tested against the set of manually annotatedsentenes. We also evaluate individual labels in terms of preision, re-all and f-measure. It is worth noting that we obtain balaned preisionand reall values. It follows that if the parser �nds a dependeny rela-tion between two tokens there is a great hane to label it orretly.The ursory error analysis of the parsed sentenes seleted from news-papers and NKJP shows that the parser had onsiderable problemswith analysing some syntati phenomena, espeially oordination,subordination and apposition. Furthermore, it did not �nd any of �vemultiword expressions. It follows that suh onstrutions may be toosparsely represented in the training orpus. As Polish is a relativelyfree order language, sentenes suh as the one in (12) taken from ourmanually annotated bank are quite ommonly used. However, suhsentenes are not present in the onstituent bank and as a result theymight not be onverted to the Polish dependeny bank. Training ofa dependeny parser on the bank laking in dependeny strutures offree-ordered sentenes leads to derease in the parsing performane.
(12) O dodatkowyh pieni¡dzah mo»e zapomnie¢ warszawskie metro.about extra moneyINSTR mayPRES forgetINF WarsawNOM subwayNOM'The Warsaw Metro an forget about extra money.'omp_infompompadj subj adj
7We have annotated two exerpts from Newsweek Polska (13 sentenes) and fromZwieriadªo (Eng. `Mirror') (4 sentenes). Furthermore, we have randomly seleted33 sentenes from the National Corpus of Polish.8Labelled attahment sore (LAS) � the perentage of tokens that are assigneda orret head and a orret dependeny type.9Unlabelled attahment sore (UAS) � the perentage of tokens that are assigneda orret head.



Polish Dependeny Bank / 155 ConlusionsThe Polish dependeny bank derived from the onstitueny treebankontains sentenes annotated with dependeny strutures. As the hoieof a dependeny relation seems to have a ruial impat on the anno-tation quality, we onduted a detailed analysis of Polish dependenytypes. The onversion was a fully automati and unambiguous proess.However, reordering in the �nal dependeny strutures was neessaryto make them meet the priniples of the dependeny graph theory.As the �nal experiment shows, it is possible to train a Polish depen-deny parser on the derived dependeny bank. We ahieved parsing re-sults of 88.4% LAS if evaluated against the validation set of sentenesrandomly seleted from the entire dependeny bank and results of 71%LAS in more realisti senario of parsing newspapers exerpts. The re-sults are quite optimisti and enourage us to ontinue the developmentof the Polish dependeny bank.AknowledgmentsThis researh is supported by the POIG.01.01.02-14-013/09 projetwhih is o�naned by the European Union under the European Re-gional Development Fund.
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